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Compliance Training
Simplified

EPAY Learning - Powered by Cornerstone

Your Challenges
Whether onboarding new employees, upskilling current ones, or
providing governmental or industry mandated training, continuously
educating your people is critical. However, if you’re like many
employers with an hourly workforce, you’ve yet to find a training
system that engages employees and meets compliance mandates…
without creating a burden for HR managers to run the training (and
for employees to complete it).
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Our Solution
Powered by Cornerstone’s robust learning management system
and artificial intelligence, EPAY Learning offers best-in-class content
and an intuitive interface, making it easy to build effective training
programs. You will train your workforce with minimal impact on
productivity and monitor your compliance 100% online.
We know safety and compliance are top priorities. With industrytailored course bundles - developed by Cornerstone’s premium
content partners, plus the ability to create your own, you can rest
assured that you’re in compliance with ever-shifting OSHA, HIPPA,
sexual harassment, and other regulations. EPAY Learning prepares
your workforce to meet today’s demands and whatever tomorrow
may bring.
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Choose a content subscription
bundle tailored to your needs

Track progress and schedule
ongoing reports

EPAY Learning offers two content
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reporting offer multiple ways to track
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performance. You can track and compare
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safety, HIPAA laws, and so much more.

And set up a schedule to receive your
favorite reports automatically on a daily,

Effortless content management,
curation, and delivery

weekly, or monthly basis.

EPAY’s operations team handles all

Monitor your compliance

back-end processes, at no additional
charge, to ease the burden of the content
upload, tagging, and delivery for you.
Monthly content updates help you deliver
the most relevant and engaging content
to your workforce.
Create or upload your own course
with ease
Design courses from any type of content—
docs, pdfs, ppts, videos, etc. Our Course
Publisher makes it more effortless to build,
upload, and maintain effective learning
media.

Track your compliance score at every
organizational level (e.g., department
store, region, etc.) and in every area (HR,
safety, etc.) with audit-ready reporting.
Make sure you’re meeting your compliance
requirements and due dates by creating
reminders. You can even build your own
notification rules, so you never miss a
mandated deadline.
Gauge comprehension
Built-in quizzes make it a snap to
verify employee comprehension. You
can also leverage ready-to-use exam

Assign courses in just a few clicks
Now it’s easy for administrators and
managers to assign courses or a
complete curriculum based on job title,

templates (with multiple-choice, true/false,
multiple answers, and fill-in-the-blank
quiz modes) to build your own assessment
tools for any content.

organizational structure—even a worker’s
primary language. Better yet, you can
create automated assignment rules
based on criteria such as job group and
location, so new and promoted workers
automatically receive the proper training.

Ready to find out more about EPAY Learning? Request a demo today!

Request a demo on our website today!
877.800.3729 | sales@EPAYsystems.com | www.EPAYsystems.com
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